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ON INITIALLY STRUCTURED FUNCTORS

By YOUNG HEE HONG

1. Introduction.
It is well known that initial and final structures in the sense of Bourhaki

DJ play the crucial role in the study of various mathematical structures.
Herrlich has introduced topological functors [4,6J for the study of topologi
cal structures by means of categorical methods.

We have introduced topologically algebraic functors [9, 10J for the study
of topological algebras and shown that most of underlying set functors from
categories of topological algebras are topologically algebraic. In this paper
we pursue further properties of topologically algebraic functors, in particular
factorization properties of those functors.

In the first section, we investigate the relationship of initial sources for
the case of factorized functors. In the second section, we show that alge
braic categories are topologically algebraic and that the compositions of to
pological functors with topologically algebraic functors are also topologically
.algebraic. Hence the compositions of topological functors with algebraic fun
ctors into Set, (E, M) topological functors, regular functors and monadic
functors into Set are all topologically algebraic, so that topologically algebr
aic functors are in a way compositions of underlying topological space func
tors and underlying algebra functors. Finally it is shown that for any to
pologically algebraic functor and the monad T generated by its adjoint situ
ation, the comparison functor to the category of T-algebras is also topolo
gically algebraic.

2. Initial sources.

The following definition is due to Herrlich [6J.

2.1 DEFINITIO~. Let U:A-'>B be a functor. A source (A, (fi:A-,>Ai)iE/)
in A is called U-initial (or initial with respect to U) if for any source(A',
(gi:A'-,>Ai)iE/) in A and any B-morphism u: UA'-,>UA with (U!i)U= Ugi
(iEI) there exists a unique A-morphism g:A'-,>A with Ug=u and !ig=gi
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(iEI).

2.2 REMARK. 1) For the category Top CUnif) of topological (uniform~

resp.) spaces and (uniformly, resp.) continuous maps and the underlying
set functor U:Top~Set (Unif~Set, resp.) , a source (A, (f;) I) in Top
(Unif, resp.) is U-initial iff A is endowed with the initial topology (uni
form structure, resp.) with respect to (f;) 1 (see [1, 6J) .

2) For a category A of universal algehras of fixed type and homomorphisms.
and the underlying set functor U:A~Set, every mono-source (A, (fi) I)
in A is U-initial (see [9J).

2.3 PROPOSITION. Let U:A~B and V:B~C be functors and F= VU. If
V is faithful, then every F-initial source (A, (fi:A~A;)iEI) in A is also·
U-initial.

Proof. Take a source (A', (gi:A'~A;)iEI) and a B-morphism f: UA'~
UA such that (Uf;)f= Ugi (iEI). Since a functor preserves commuting di-,
agrams, (VUfi)(Vf)=VUgi,i.e. (Ff;)(Vf)=Fg; (iEI). Since (A, (fi)l)
is F-initiaI, there is a unique morphism g:A'~A in A with Fg= VUg=
Vf and fig=gi (iEI); therefore Ug-f and fig=gi (iEI) for VisfaithfuI.
Suppose g':A'~A is a morphism in A with Ug'=f and fig'=gi (iEI).
Then Fg'= V(Ug') = Vf and fig'=gi (iEI); hence g'=g.

2.4 PROPOSmON. Let U:A~B and V:B~C be functors and F= vu. Let
(A!. (f;:A~A;)iEI) be a source in A. Suppose U is dense and full, and V
il faithful or (UA, (Uf;)I) is a monosouTce. Then (UA, (Ufi)l) is V-ini
tifll if (A, (fih) is F-initial.

proof. Let (B, (gi:B~UAi)iEI) be a source in B and f: VB~VUA a
C9Jlorphism with V(Ufi)f Vgi (iEI). Since U is dense, there is an A
oopet A' and an isomorphism h: UA'--B. Since U is full and gih: UA'~
UA-i, there is an A-morphism Ki:A'--A; with UK;=g;h (iEn'.

~ we have the following commuting diagram

F~rUA'

VB

I!
FA= VUA--E~:J,-i-=""V~U~fJi-----+
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Since (A, (fi)[) is F-initial, there is a unique A-morphism g';A'-A with
F(g')=VU(g')=fV(h) andfig'=gi (iEI). Letg=(Ug')h-1:B-UA, then
Vg= (VUg') Vh- 1= (Fg') Vh-1=f and (Ufi)g=gi (iEI). Using the fact
that V is faithful or (UA, (Ufi)[) is a monosource, it is obvious that g is
in fact unique.

2.5 PROPOSITION. Let U:A-B and V:B-C be functors and F= VU. Su
ppose U is full and faithful and (A, (fi:A-Ai)iEI) is a source in A. If
(UA, (Ufi)l) is V-initial then (A, (fi)[) is also F-initial.

Proof. For any source (A', (gi:A'-Ai)iE[) and a C-morphism f:FA'
FA with (Ffi)f=Fgi (iEI), thereisa unique morphism g':UA'-UAsuch
that Vg'=fandg'(Ufi)=Ugi (iEI), for (UA, (Ufi)[) is V-initial and
(V(Ufi) )f= V(Ugi) (iE I). Since U is full, there is an A-morphism g:
A'-A with Ug=g'; hence Fg=f and U(gfi)=Ugi (iEI). Using the fact
that U is faithful, gfi=gi and g is unique.

2.6 PROPOSITION. Let U:A-B and V:B-C be functors and F= VU. Sup
pose a source (A, (fi:A-Ai)iE[) in A is U-initial and (UA, (Ufi)[) is V
initial. If F is faithful or (A, (fi) [) is a monosource, then (A, (f;) [) is
also F-initial.

Proof. Take a source (A', (gi:A'-Ai)iE[) in A and a C-morphism g:
FA'-FA such that Fgi=(Ffi)g (iEI). Since V(Ufi)g=V(Ugi), there is.
a unique B-morphism g':UA'-UA with Vg'=g and (Ufi)g'=Ugi (iEI);
therefore there is again a unique A-moprhism g:A'-loA such that Ug=g'
and fig=gi (iEI). It is then obvious that Fg=VUg=Vg'=g and fig=gi
(iEI), and g is unique, for F is faithful or (A, (fi)I) isa monosource in
A.

3. Topologically algebraic functors.

3.1 DEFINITION. ([9,10J) A functor u:A-B is called topologically algeb
raic if for each family (Ai)iEf of A-objects and each source (B, (gi:B
UAi)iE[) in B, there exists a U-initial source (A, (fi:A-Ai)iEI) in A and
a U-generating morphism h: B-UA such that (Uf i) h=g i for all i E 1.

The following definition is due to Herrlich [6J.

3.2 DEFINITION. Let B be an (E, M) category and U:A-B a functor. U
is called (E, M) topological if for each family (Ai)iEI of A-objects and
each source (B, (mi: B-UAi) iE[) in M there is a U-initial source (A, (fi:
A-Ai)iE[) and an isomorphism h:B-UA with (Ufi}h=mi for each iEI.
In particular, for the class E of all isomorphisms and the class M of all
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sources in B, (E, M) topological functor is called topological.
It is known that the underlying set functor V:Top-4Set (Unif-Set) is

-topological and that for the category Hans (HUnif) of Hausdorff (uniform,
resp.) spaces and (uniformly, resp.) continuous maps, its underlying set
functor is (epi, monosources) topological. Hence the concept of (E, M) to
pological functors is the most pertinent concept for the study of topology.
For any category A of universal algebras of fixed type and homomorphisms
which is closed under products and suhalgebras, and for any epi-reflective
subcategory T of Top (Unif), the category of topological (uniform, resp.)
.algebras whose underlying algebras belong to A and underlying spaces belong
to T will be denoted by TA. Then it is also known [9J that the underl
ying set functor v: TA-Set is topologically algebraic. Therefore the conce
pt of topologically algebraic functors is the counterpart of topological functors
-for the study of topological algebras. It is also known [9J that every (E,
M) topological functor is topologically algebraic. The following definition
is due to HerrIich [7J.

3. 3 DEFINITION. A concrete category (A, V), i. e. V is a faithful functor
frum A to Set, is called algebraic if it satisfies the following three condi
tillns:

1) A has coequalizers.
2) V has a left adjoint.
3) U preserves and reflects regular epimorphisms.
It is well known [7J that every monosource in an algebraic category (A,

U) is V-initial, every algebraic category is an (extremal epi, monosource)
..(ategory, and a full subcategory of the category of all universal algebras of
fixed type and homomorphisms is algebraic iff it is epireflective in the ca
tegory.

3.4 THEOREM. If (A, U) is an algebraic category, then V:A-Set is a to
.Pologically algebraic functor .

. Proof. Let (A;);EI be a family of A-objects and (X, (si:X-UA;);EI) a
source in Set. Let F be a left adjoint of V and 7Jx:X-UFX the front ad
junction for X. Then there exists a unique A-morphism s;:FX--+A; such that

Si e mi
(Us;)r;X=Si for each iEI. Let FX-Ai=FX-A-A i be the (extremal epi,
monosource) -factorization. Since (A, (mi) I) is a U-initial source, and
(Ve)r;x is a V-generating morphism, U is topologically algebraic, for
-(Vmi)«Ue)r;X)=si (iEI).

3.5 THEOREM. If a runetor U:A-B is topological and a functor V:B-C
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is topologically algebraic, then the functor F= VU:A-+C is also topologically
algebraic.

Proof. Let (Aj)jEr be a family of A-objects and (C, (hj:C-+FAj);er) a
source in C. For the source (C, (hj:C-+V(UA;»;E/), there exists a V-initial
source (B, (gj:B-UA;)jEr) and a V-generating morphism k:C-VB such
that (Vgj)k=h j for all iEI. Again for the source (B, (gj)r) , there is a
U-initial source (A, (fj:A-+Aj)jer) and an isomorphim h:B-UA with (Ufj)h
= g j (iEl). Hence we have the following commuting diagram

VB Vg, > FAi = VUA i

Vh! ~
~VUfi=Fli

FA= VUA (iEl).

Since Ufj=gjh- 1 (iEI), (UA, (Ufj)r) is V-initial. By the Proposition
~2.6, (A, (fj)r) is also F-initial. Moreover, (Vh)k is F-generating.
lndeed, for any pair (u, v) of A-morphisms with (Fu) (Vh) k= (Fv)(Vh) k,
V(Uu)Vh=V(Uv)Vh; (Uu)h=(Uv)h, for V is faithful (see [9J), and he
nce u=v. This completes the proof.

S. S. Hong has shown [8J that a regular functor (see [5J) and a mona
·dic functor into Set are both topologically algebraic. Hence the following is
immediate from the above Theorem.

3.6 COROLLARY. Let U:A-B be a topological functor. Suppose a functor
V:B-C satisfies one of the following:

1) V is (E, M) topological.
2) . V is algebraic and C=Set.
3) V is regular.
4) V is monadic and C=Set.

Then the composition functor VU:A-C is also topologically algebraic.

Let (r;, c) :F-l U: (A, B) be an adjoint situation and T= (UF, p, r;) the mo
nad generated by the adjoint situation (see [2J). We denote the category
of T-algebras by BT and the comparison functor by K:A-BT. We recall
that the objects of BT are (B, f;), where B is a B-object and 1;: UFB-B
is a B-morphism such that t;r;B=1 B and I; (UFt;) =t;fJ.B, that the morphisms
of BT are f: (B, t;)-(B', t;'), where f:B-B' is a B-morphism such that
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e (UFf) = f~, and that KA= (UA, UCA) and Kf= Ufo It is also well known
[2] that

i. e.

and FK = F 1', and F I' is the left adjoint of UT, and that V I' is monadic.

3.7 THEOREM. If U:A-B is topologically algebraic and F is the left ad
joint of V, then K is also topologically algebraic.

Proof. Let (Ai) iE/ be a family of A -objects and «B, f), (Ji: (B, f) - KAi
= (UAi, UCA)iE/) a source in BT. Then for the source (B, (fi:B-4UAi)iE/)
in B, there is a V-initial source (A, (hi:A-Ai)iE/) and a V-generating
morphism h:B-UA such that (Vhi)h=fi (iEI). Hence we have the fol
lowing commuting diagram

UFfi
UFB ~ UFUA

~~UFUA

/UA~
B fi ~ UAi (ieJ)

Indeed, the outer rectangle is commuting, for «B,~), (h) /) is a source in
BT. The diagram (2) is commuting, for s:FU-IA is a natural transforma
tion. Since (Vhi)h~=fi~= VsA;VFfi= UCA;UFUhiUFh= (Uhi) V(cAFh) =
U(hicAFh) (iEI) and (A, (hi) /) is U-initial, there is a unique A-morphism
h:FB-A such that Uh=h~ and hih=hicAFh. Moreover, h=h~'lB and UCCA
Fh)'lS= UsAUFh"J]B= UCA'lUAh=h; therefore, (Uh)'lB= U(cAFh) 'lB' Hence h=
cAFh, so that h~= UCA UFh, i. e. the diagram CD is commuting. In .all, h:
(B, ~)-(UA, USA) is a morphism in Bf' and h is also K-generating. Since
U= U'rK andUT is faithful, (A, (hi) /) is K-initial by Proposition 2.3.
This completes the proof.

We have shown [9, 10J that every topologically algebraic functor has a left.
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adjoint and detects limits and colimits. Hence the following is immediate from
the above theorem.

3.8 CoROLLARY. If U:A-+B is topologically algebraic and F is the le/t
adjoint of U, then the comparison functor K has a left adjoint and detects
limits and colimits.
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